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LawDog had the honor of representing law and order in the Texas town of Bugscuffle as a Sheriff's

Deputy, where he became notorious for, among other things, the famous Case of the Pink Gorilla

Suit. But long before he put on the deputy's star, he grew up in Nigeria, where his experiences were

equally unforgettable. In THE LAWDOG FILES: AFRICAN ADVENTURES, LawDog chronicles his

encounters with everything from bush pilots, 15-foot pythons, pygmy mongooses,

brigadier-captains, and Peace Corp hippies to the Nigerian space program.THE LAWDOG FILES:

AFRICAN ADVENTURES are every bit as hilarious as the previous volume, as LawDog relates his

unforgettable experiences in a laconic, self-deprecating manner that is funny in its own right. Africa

wins again, and again, and again, but, so too does the reader in this sobering, but hilarious

collection of true tales from the Dark Continent.
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No really don't do it. Unless that is you like giving yourself a nasal flush with whatever beverage you

happen to be consuming. Also do not read in bed when your dear spouse is trying to go to sleep



because said spouse will find your cackles, guffaws and manic laughter make sleep impossible.

Also do not start reading just before you go to bed because before you know, it's o'dark thirty and

you've finished the book and now only have a couple of hours before the alarm goes off.If you can

avoid those pitfalls read this book. It will bring joy to your life, no matter how miserable it currently is.

Yes, I had read some of the stories before,but Lawdog is a great teller of tales. Having them all in

one (or two, since there is a companion book) is wonderful. Herein lies the tales of a young expat

growing up in Africa. The rambunctiousness of two brothers, terror visited on local wildlife, fun with

chemistry, and the inevitable clash of cultures, all told in a humorous and loving manner. Sometimes

you read things and you are just forced to think, "I would love to sit around a fire with this guy, and

listen to him spin his stories deep into the night." A good, fun read.

My son recommend this book after he and a group of friends read it aloud around a campfire during

a hiking trip. I ordered it last night. My son tried to warn me I would probably awaken other family

members with my inevitable laughter. He was right. I NEED this book in print for several people that

do not have electronic devices... It is definitely one that would make a great gift for those people one

doesn't know what to give.

More genuine hilarity from the life and times of Lawdog, when he was but a wee pup growing up on

the African continent.Silly laugh-till-your-belly-hurts stories involving free range children,

anachronistic medieval weaponry, fun with chemistry, drunken oil engineers and way too many

explosions. (Who am I kidding, you can't have too many explosions!)Enjoy!

A follow on to the original LawDog Files . . . and it's a worthy sequel. LawDog's writing style never

ceases to entertain. His compilation of stories from growing up in Africa are a glimpse into a

childhood most would never experience. Just like the original book, I finished this in one sitting and

the wife wondered what was so damned funny.TL;DR - If you liked the original, you'll love the

sequel!

Another great read from the Lawdog. If you haven't read his other book, buy it now. Fascinating

insight into the childhood of the Lawdog and what life in that part of Africa was like during the early

70's.



I had read these stories years ago when they first appeared on Lawdog's blog. It was a pleasure to

re-read them. Note: You get strange looks when you read while having lunch at your local greasy

spoon. The giggling and snorting draws curious looks from the other patrons. The waitresses ignore

me. I'm a regular.This, like Lawdog's previous book is a must-buy!

The man has led a very interesting life, and his storytelling skills are superb! His ability to look back,

see the humor in his adventures, and to share that humor with us is extraordinary! Highly

recommended!
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